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Learn how to humanely slaughter cattle and butcher your own beef. In this straightforward guide,

Adam Danforth provides clear instructions and step-by-step photography of the entire butchering

process, from creating the right preslaughter conditions through killing, skinning, keeping cold,

breaking the meat down, and perfecting expert cuts. With plenty of encouragement and expert

advice on food safety, packaging, and necessary equipment, this comprehensive guide has all the

information you need to start butchering your own beef.Â 
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Butchering Beef: The Comprehensive Photographic Guide to Humane Slaughtering and Butchering

by Adam Danforth is a book Iâ€™d been looking forward to reading since I learned of its existence

â€“ which hasnâ€™t been that long, only a few months now. One of the big attractions of the farming

life for me is to be able to grow my own food. And considering I am a human a large part of my diet

comes from animal meat and fat. Sorry vegans I prefer feeding my body what nature has designed it

to consume to function optimally. So along with growing my own vegetables this means raising my

own meat and knowing how to harvest it in the most humane way possible, and of course process

the meat with as little waste and efficiency as I can. In addition I am interested in the direct

marketing of the animals Iâ€™ll be raising so if Iâ€™m standing at a farmerâ€™s market selling meat

from animals I raised I should be able to explain to my customers what part of the animal particular

cuts of meat came from and be able to explain the processing of the animal. This book focuses on



beef, and Danforth has another book (soon to be reviewed) that focuses on smaller animals such as

pigs, sheep, and chickens. The book is loaded with information and beautiful photography giving

step by step directions for the entire process from slaughter to wrapping of the individual steaks.

Itâ€™s a fantastic reference guide for any farmer or anyone who simply wants to understand more

about the meat theyâ€™re eating and how itâ€™s processed.Whatâ€™s in the Book?The book is

organized into 8 chapters. Chapter 1 From Muscle to Meat gives a detailed walk through with

illustrations covering muscle structure, collagen, fats, proper storage, aging, and more.

Once again, I have come 'late to the party.' Adam Danforth offers a series of books and I have

looked at several of them, as well as having purchased this one on beef. These days, nobody does

this kind of book better. First and foremost, the photography is excellent and the photographer

deserves equal billing.Interested readers can follow the process of breaking down primals to

sub-primals to the cuts that appear in meat cases near you. These meat cases can be in

'mega-marts' or they can be in artisanal butcher shops. Either way, you have the information to

understand what you are seeing in the package because you not only see the process step-by-step,

you see the finished product.I bought this book for several reasons: one of my grandfathers did his

own slaughtering and butchering and he also had a restaurant. I cook and I have had an interest

that goes back to food tv pioneer, Merle Ellis and 'Cutting Up In The Kitchen.' Merle's idea was that

frugal persons could better feed their families by purchasing sub-primal cuts and doing a little of the

high-priced butcher work at home. This book makes the same philosophy much more do-able with

step-by-step photographs and 'new generation' text material.How does it all work? No matter the

book, Adam Danforth includes very important material on humane slaughtering, food safety and

hygiene, special knife/saw techniques for breaking large cuts into primal and sub-primal cuts and

detailed directions for producing the professional items found in retail butcher cases. This book

presents, ultimately, finished cuts and gives the several names customers might find them marketed

under in different parts of the country.
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